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Heading in the right direction 
 

We initiate coverage on Glaston with HOLD rating. We expect 

sales and profits to pick up in 2017E and 2018E but the 

improvement is already largely priced in. Glaston trades at a 

premium against the peer group and we consider especially 

earnings-based valuation somewhat challenging. 

 
Slow customer decision-making impacting on top line in ‘17E 

We expect Glaston’s full-year 2017E sales to remain at previous 

year’s level due to low current order book, sale of pre-processing 

business and slow decision making among customers in many 

countries. In 2018E, sales are expected to grow faster than global 

market growth supported by new (GlastonAir) and renewed (FC & 

RC series) products, improving customer investment activity and 

growth in service. Glaston has currently spare production 

capacity to meet increasing demand.   

 

Profitability expected to improve in ‘17E and ‘18E 

In 2017E, we expect profit improvement driven by cost 

reductions implemented in 2016, slight margin improvement in 

Machines and continued good profitability within Services. We 

expect volume growth especially in Machines to drive further 

profit growth in 2018E. We also anticipate that customer 

investment activity finally recovers in key markets (EMEA and 

North America) during 2018E. However, we find Glaston’s long-

term comparable EBIT-margin target, above 8% by the end of 

2018E, very challenging to achieve as it would require 

substantial volume increase both in Machines and Services.  

 

HOLD with a target price of EUR 0.40 

Glaston trades at a premium when comparing earnings-based 

multiples against the peer group. On our estimates 2017E-2018E, 

Glaston is trading at EV/EBIT 18.4x and 12.8x, which are 29.9% 

and 8.0% above the peer group median. Despite estimated profit 

improvement, we do not see premium justifiable due to clearly 

lower expected margins and returns (‘17E-‘19E) compared to the 

peers. We see current valuation too high and give HOLD rating 

with TP of 0.40. 
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Share price, EUR (Last trading day’s 

closing price) 

 

0.42 

Target price, EUR 0.40 
 

Latest change in recommendation 16-Aug-17 

Latest report on company 

 

16-Aug-17 

Research paid by issuer: Yes 

No. of shares outstanding, ‘000’s 192,920 

No. of shares fully diluted, ‘000’s 192,920 

Market cap, EURm 81 

Free float, % 53.0 

Exchange rate EUR/USD 0.000 

Reuters code GLA1V.HE 

Bloomberg code GLA1V FH 

Average daily volume, EURm 0.02 

Next interim report 30-Oct-17  

Web site http://www.glaston.net/ 
 

Analyst Tomi Lindell 

E-mail tomi.lindell@evli.com 

Telephone +358 9 4766 9204 
  

 

 BUY   HOLD   SELL 

All the important disclosures can be found on the last pages of this report.

 

KEY FIGURES 

 Sales EBIT EBIT Ptx profit EPS P/E EV/Sales P/CF EV/EBIT DPS 

 EURm EURm % EURm EUR (x) (x) (x) (x) EUR 
 

2015 123 6 4.9% 0 0.00 -232.5 0.8 9.5 16.6 0.01 

2016 107 2 2.1% 2 0.01 55.8 0.8 6.3 36.4 0.00 

2017E 108 5 4.2% 4 0.01 27.7 0.8 36.6 18.4 0.01 

2018E 114 6 5.5% 5 0.02 18.7 0.7 9.5 12.8 0.01 

2019E 119 8 6.9% 7 0.03 13.8 0.7 7.9 9.5 0.01 
 

Market cap, EURm 81 BV per share 2017E, EUR 0.2 CAGR EPS 2016-19, % 57.6 

Net debt 2017E, EURm 1 Price/book 2017E 2.1 CAGR sales 2016-19, % 3.6 

Enterprise value, EURm 83 Dividend yield 2017E, % 1.2 ROE 2017E, % 7.6 

Total assets 2017E, EURm 106 Tax rate 2017E, % 23.8 ROCE 2017E, % 8.2 

Goodwill 2017E, EURm 31 Equity ratio 2017E, % 36.4 PEG, P/E 17/CAGR 1.1 

http://www.evli.com/
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Investment summary 

 
We initiate coverage of Glaston with HOLD recommendation and target price of EUR 

0.40. We consider that expected profit improvement is already largely priced in 2017E-

2018E. Especially earnings-based valuation against the peer group is in our view too high 

at the moment.  

 

Glaston is number one in the world in its core expertise flat tempering technology, 

where its global market share according to company’s own estimate is slight below 40%. 

The company has made a strategic decision to focus on flat tempering technology. 

Growth is also sought from bending, tempering-bending and laminating as well as 

service, where the company has the industry’s largest network. 

 

Global glass processing market is expected to grow by 3-5% per year in 2017E-2018E. 

Glaston targets to grow faster than market growth (CAGR) in its strategy. We estimate 

net sales to grow by 0.6% in 2017E and 6.3% in 2018E, respectively. We expect sales to 

pick up in 2018E supported by increased volumes in Machines (new GlastonAir, renewed 

FC and RC series) and continued growth in Services. In addition, we anticipate that 

customer investment activity finally recovers in key markets (EMEA and North America). 

 

Glaston expects the full-year 2017 comparable EBIT (2.8 MEUR) to improve from 2016. 

We estimate the company to report comparable EBIT of 4.5 MEUR in 2017E driven by 

cost reductions implemented in 2016, slight margin improvement in Machines and 

continued good profitability within Services. Completed restructuring of operations is 

estimated to improve EBIT by EUR 1.5 million in 2017E. In 2018E, we expect further 

profit improvement, mainly driven by higher volumes in Machines as a result of 

improved global demand. 

  

Glaston is targeting to reach above 8% comparable operating profit margin (EBIT) at the 

end of 2018. We see the profitability target challenging mainly due to relatively low 

current profitability. Volumes need to pick up considerably especially in Machines 

business to reach the target. We expect EBIT-margin to improve from 2.1% in 2016 to 

5.5% in 2018E. Due to relatively high proportion of fixed costs, Glaston has a high 

operative leverage. As sales recover profits soar rapidly. The company has currently spare 

capacity to meet increase in demand.  

 

Glaston trades at a premium when comparing earnings-based multiples against the peer 

group. On our estimates, Glaston is trading at EV/EBIT 18.4x and 12.8x for 2017E and 

2018E, respectively. EV/EBIT multiples are 29.9% and 8.0% higher compared to peer 

group median for 2017E-2018E. Despite estimated profit growth, we do not see 

premium justifiable due to lower expected margins and returns compared to the peers. 

In our view, current valuation is somewhat challenging. 

 

Glaston’s net sales and EBIT were below the consensus in the second quarter of 2017. 

New orders declined by 3% (y-o-y) when the sale of the pre-processing business in USA 

and Canada is taken into account. Slow decision-making in many countries especially in 

Machines’ business impacted negatively on new orders. Order book is only 1% higher 

compared to the previous year at the end of Q2/2017.    

 

Digitalization, growing demand for architectural glass, increasing demand by regulation 

concerning safety- and energy efficiency standards as well as new glass processing 

technologies (e.g. Heliotrope) are expected to support Glaston’s sales in the long-term. 

However, it is difficult to predict the impact of these drivers on profitability.  

 

 

HOLD with a target price of 

EUR 0.40 

Industry leader and pioneer 

Global glass processing 

market expected to grow 

by 3-5% 

Guidance for 2017E 

achievable 

Challenging long-term 

profitability target 

Trading at a premium 

against the peer group 

 

A disappointing Q2/17 

Several top line drivers in 

the long run 

http://www.evli.com/
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Estimates and operative model 

 
The overall market conditions in the global glass processing market have improved in 

2017. Market situation is expected to remain healthy in Europe, Asia (excl. China), and 

Middle East whereas demand outlook for USA, China and South America is subdued. We 

expect Glaston’s full-year 2017E sales to remain at previous year’s level at EUR 107.7 

million (+0.6%) due to low order book and sale of pre-processing business. Order intake 

has been disappointing in the first half of 2017 and customers’ postponed investment 

decisions in many countries will impact on H2/2017 sales. In 2018E, sales are expected to 

grow faster than global market growth supported by new (GlastonAir) and renewed (FC 

and RC series) products, improving customer investment activity and continued growth 

in service. We estimate Glaston to grow by 6.3% in 2018E, which is faster than the global 

market growth (3-5%). We expect that investment activity among the customers will 

finally to pick up in 2018E. Glaston has currently spare capacity to meet the increasing 

demand.    

 

Operative model 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Net sales (Group) 122.2 109.7 123.3 107.1 107.7 114.5 118.9

growth % -10.2% 12.4% -13.1% 0.6% 6.3% 3.9%

Other and internal sales -0.6 -1.8 -1.3 -2.0 -1.9 -1.9 -1.9

Machines sales 92.6 69.7 76.4 67.4 64.4 68.9 71.0

growth % -24.8% 9.6% -11.8% -4.4% 7.0% 3.0%

share of Group % 75.4% 62.5% 61.3% 61.8% 58.8% 59.2% 58.8%

Services sales 30.2 41.9 48.2 41.7 45.2 47.5 49.8

growth % 38.6% 15.0% -13.5% 8.4% 5.0% 5.0%

share of Group % 24.6% 37.6% 38.7% 38.2% 41.2% 40.8% 41.2%

Machines EBIT 2.4 4.3 0.3 -1.8 -0.7 1.1 2.7

Machines EBIT-margin % 2.6% 6.2% 0.4% -2.7% -1.1% 1.6% 3.8%

Services EBIT 5.2 5.2 5.8 4.6 5.2 5.2 5.5

Services EBIT-margin % 17.2% 12.4% 12.0% 11.0% 11.5% 11.0% 11.0%

Other and eliminations -5.5 -4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Group EBIT excl. IAC 2.1 4.9 6.1 2.8 4.5 6.3 8.2

Group EBIT-margin % excl. IAC 1.7% 4.5% 4.9% 2.6% 4.2% 5.5% 6.9%

Items affecting comparability (IAC) 3.7 -0.6 0.6 -0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0

Group EBIT (reported) 5.9 4.3 6.7 2.3 4.3 6.3 8.2

Group EBIT-margin % (reported) 4.8% 3.9% 5.4% 2.1% 4.0% 5.5% 6.9%  
*Glaston has not disclosed EBIT by business area (Machines & Services) since 2014. Evli has estimated EBIT by business area between 2015 – 2019E. 

 

We estimate Glaston’s comparable EBIT to improve in 2017E from 2016 as a result of 

cost reduction measures implemented in 2016, slight margin improvement in Machines, 

lower quality costs and continued good profitability within Services. Completed 

restructuring of operations is estimated to improve EBIT by EUR 1.5 million in 2017E. We 

expect comparable EBIT to increase from EUR 2.8 million to EUR 4.5 million, representing 

comparable EBIT margin of 4.2% (2.6%). We estimate Machines’ business profitability to 

remain still weak due to low expected volumes in 2017E. Due to development phase of 

new products in 2016, quality costs increased. We expect these costs to decrease clearly 

in 2017E. In our estimate, Services improves its profitability slightly driven by sales 

growth (good demand for modernization and spare parts) as well as improved cost 

efficiency. In 2018E, we expect strong volume growth especially in Machines to drive 

profit improvement due to company’s high operating leverage.  

 

Sales expected to remain 

at previous year’s level in 

2017E and to recover in 

2018E 

We expect comparable EBIT 

of 4.5 MEUR for 2017E 

http://www.evli.com/
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Group comparable EBIT (MEUR) and EBIT-margin 2013-2019E 

 
Source: Evli & Glaston 

 

Estimates by business area 
 

We expect Machines sales to decline by 4.4% in 2017E. Slow decision-making in the 

EMEA and weaker than expected North American market (especially USA) are estimated 

to impact on volumes. We do not expect any significant volume pick up in China this or 

next year. Market situation is expected to somewhat improve in Southern Europe and 

South America but share of total volumes in these regions is relatively low and it will not 

compensate weaker demand in key markets. In 2018E, we expect Machines sales to grow 

by 7.0% driven by strengthened product portfolio (new GlastonAir, renewed FC and RC 

series) and higher demand in the EMEA and North American market. Demand in China is 

expected to remain stable.  

 

In our estimate, Services sales are expected to increase by 8.4% in 2017E. Higher order 

book and good order intake in the first half are expected to support the sales during 

2017E-2018E. Good demand for modernization and spare parts is expected to continue 

also in H2/2017. Geographically, demand is anticipated to remain favorable in Europe 

(excl. UK) and Asia. In 2018E, we estimate Services sales to grow by 5.0% supported by 

good demand in the EMEA and improved activity in Asia while market conditions in 

North and South America are expected to remain somewhat challenging.  

 

We have estimated also profitability by business area, while Glaston has not disclosed 

margins since 2014. In 2013-2014, reported EBIT-margin within Machines business was 

clearly below 10%, whereas Services’ business reported above 10% margins. In Machines, 

Glaston can meet substantially higher demand with the current production capacity in 

Finland and China. Relatively good operating leverage will translate into higher margins 

but in our estimate Machines margins will remain below Services business. Price pressure 

from main competitors will remain fierce, which limits the margin improvement 

potential in Machines. We expect EBIT-margin of -1.1% and 1.6% for Machines in 2017E 

and 2018E, respectively. Margins will remain at a relatively low level due to still 

somewhat low expected volumes. In the long run, smart glass and other new glass 

processing technologies as well as potential pick-up in USA and China volumes should 

start to strengthen Glaston’s Machines margins. 

 

 

 

 

 

Slow machines market in 

17E, volumes expected to 

recover in 18E 

We expect good sales 

growth in Services 

Higher margins in Services, 

Machines suffering from 

low volumes 

   

http://www.evli.com/
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EBIT-margin estimate by business area 2013-2019E 

 
Source: Evli  

 

Reflecting the relatively stable nature of the service business, we expect EBIT-margin to 

remain steadily above 10% level in the forecasting period. Market situation is currently 

“cautiously positive” and good sales growth (mainly modernization & spare parts) 

supports the profitability. We estimate the Services business to report EBIT-margin of 

11.5% in 2017E and 11.0% in 2018E, respectively. Challenging market conditions in the 

USA and UK prevent significant margin improvement in the short-term.  

 

Good competitiveness in the flat tempering, increasing demand for higher quality glass, 

digitalization and nanotechnology project are the main top-line drivers in the long-term. 

We also expect that downturn in the Chinese market, which has impacted on sales in 

2016-2017, to end in latter part of the forecast period. We anticipate Glaston to steadily 

improve its market share in the flat tempering due to new and renewed processing lines 

introduced in the market. We believe that Glaston has an edge in the segment for higher 

quality glass thanks to its relatively high investments in R&D. The digitalization trend 

offers opportunities for Glaston as there is a growing demand for real time monitoring 

and other upgrades for installed machine lines. Glaston has currently the industry’s 

largest service network with sales and services offices in over 20 locations. Glaston 

expects the nanotechnology project to have a positive impact on net sales and result 

over the next few years. The potential of smart glass could indeed be substantial but, as 

of now, we are not going to include it in our estimates. Instead, we see smart glass as a 

growth option and continue to follow the field closely. 

 

Despite expected profit improvement, we do not see Glaston to achieve above 8% 

comparable EBIT-margin target by the end of 2018E. In our view target would require 

considerable growth in volumes (especially in Machines), which is unlikely as market 

demand has not yet fully recovered in many countries. We also expect Services’ 

profitability to remain relatively flat as there are limited possibilities to improve margins. 

We estimate Glaston to reach comparable EBIT-margin of 5.5% by the end of 2018E.  

 

Valuation  

 
We have chosen our peer group based on the following criteria. The peer group consists 

of Western European industrial companies that operate internationally and have a 

similar business model as Glaston. The companies in the peer group develop and 

manufacture their product, mainly investment commodities/machinery that they sell in 

 

We expect stable margin 

development in Services

   

Good long-term growth 

potential 

Long-term EBIT target very 

challenging to achieve 

Main competitors non-

listed companies 
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business-to-business transactions in Europe, USA and Asia. Peer group companies have 

also extensive service networks like Glaston. The peer group includes mainly companies 

listed in Europe. Glaston’s main competitors are non-listed companies and not included 

to the peer group.   

 

 

We focus on earnings-based valuation multiples in our valuation. Glaston’s earnings-

based multiples are higher compared to the peer group. On our estimates, Glaston is 

trading at EV/EBIT 18.4x and 12.8x, which are 29.9% and 8.0% higher compared to peer 

group median. When comparing P/E multiples, premium is even higher, 58.1% in 2017E 

and 17.5% in 2018E, respectively. On our estimates, Glaston’s EV/EBITDA multiples are 

almost in line with the peer group. Glaston’s expected margins (EBITDA % and EBIT %) as 

well as returns (ROCE % and ROE %) remain clearly below the peer group median. Both 

Glaston and the peer group companies are estimated to improve their profitability 

during the forecast period. Despite Glaston’s estimated profit improvement in 2017E-

2018E, we do not see premium justifiable. In our view, current earning-based valuation is 

somewhat challenging.     

 

Security MCAP EV/S EV/S EV/S EV/EBITDA EV/EBITDA EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT EV/EBIT EV/EBIT

identifier MEUR 17 18 19 17 18 19 17 18 19

Raute Oyj Class A RAUTE-FI 96          

Valmet Corp VALMT-FI 2,404 0.8x 0.7x 0.7x 8.4x 7.4x 6.7x 11.7x 9.9x 8.8x

Krones AG KRN-DE 3,289 0.8x 0.8x 0.7x 8.5x 7.6x 6.8x 11.8x 10.4x 9.1x

Meyer Burger Technology AG MBTN-CH 693 1.7x 1.4x 1.3x 19.2x 9.8x 8.8x 92.8x 14.4x 12.1x

Intevac, Inc. IVAC-US 166 1.2x 0.7x  23.1x 6.0x  41.0x 6.7x  

Metso Oyj METSO-FI 4,162 1.5x 1.4x 1.3x 11.9x 10.2x 9.2x 14.4x 12.0x 10.7x

Konecranes Oyj KCR-FI 2,953 1.1x 1.1x 1.0x 12.4x 10.5x 8.3x 19.3x 14.3x 10.6x

Cargotec Oyj Class B CGCBV-FI 3,335 1.1x 1.0x 0.9x 11.0x 9.4x 8.1x 14.0x 11.7x 10.0x

Sandvik AB SAND-SE 17,126 2.1x 2.0x 1.8x 10.1x 9.3x 8.6x 13.6x 12.2x 11.1x

Peer Group Average 3,803 1.3x 1.1x 1.1x 13.1x 8.8x 8.1x 27.3x 11.5x 10.4x

Peer Group Median 2,953 1.2x 1.0x 1.0x 11.5x 9.3x 8.3x 14.2x 11.8x 10.6x

Glaston Oyj (Evl i  est.) 81 0.8x 0.7x 0.7x 11.2x 8.7x 6.7x 18.4x 12.8x 9.5x

Glaston Premium Average -38 .0% -35 .0% -38 .3% -14 .4% -0 .9% -16 .9% -32.6% 11 .7% -8 .3%

Glaston Premium Median -31 .3% -30 .3% -30 .0% -2.2% -6 .8% -19 .1% 29 .9% 8.0% -10 .7%

  

When comparing EV/Sales multiples, Glaston trades at a discount against the peer group. 

The discount is 31.3% for 2017E and 30.3% for 2018E. We expect Glaston’s sales to grow 

faster than the peer group especially in 2018E when we anticipate Glaston’s customers’ 

investment activity to recover. Looking at dividend yield, our estimates 1.2% for 2017E 

and 1.8% for 2018E, respectively, are clearly lower than the peer group median. 

However, due to new main shareholder (Ahlström Capital), Glaston is expected to focus 

on growth investments instead of dividends. Glaston’s balance sheet is estimated to 

remain slightly weaker compared to the peers in 2017E-2019E.   

 
Security MCAP EBIT % EBIT % EBIT % EBITDA % EBITDA % EBITDA % ROCE % ROCE % ROCE %

GLASTON PEER GROUP identifier MEUR 17 18 19 17 18 19 17 18 19

Raute Oyj Class A RAUTE-FI 96 7.3 7.6 7.2 9.1 9.9 9.4    

Valmet Corp VALMT-FI 2,404 6.6 7.2 7.6 9.1 9.7 10.1 13.9 15.4 15.4

Krones AG KRN-DE 3,289 6.9 7.2 7.6 9.6 9.9 10.1 14.6 14.7 14.7

Meyer Burger Technology AG MBTN-CH 693 1.8 9.4 10.5 8.7 13.9 14.4 2.4 12.8 12.6

Intevac, Inc. IVAC-US 166 2.9 10.5  5.2 11.6     

Metso Oyj METSO-FI 4,162 10.6 11.7 12.2 12.8 13.8 14.2 13.1 15.3 16.6

Konecranes Oyj KCR-FI 2,953 5.7 7.4 9.1 8.8 10.1 11.7 8.3 9.9 13.1

Cargotec Oyj Class B CGCBV-FI 3,335 8.0 8.9 9.4 10.2 11.1 11.5 11.6 12.9 13.7

Sandvik AB SAND-SE 17,126 15.2 16.0 16.4 20.5 21.0 21.2 17.0 17.7 18.1

Peer Group Average 3,803 7.2 9.6 10.0 10.5 12.3 12.9 11.6 14.1 14.9

Peer Group Median 2,953 6.9 8.9 9.2 9.1 11.1 11.6 13.1 14.7 14.7

Glaston Oyj (Evl i  est.) 81 4.2 5.5 6.9 6.9 8.2 9.7 8.2 10.7 13.4  
 

 

 

Earnings-based valuation 

too high in our view 
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Security MCAP ROE % ROE % ROE % DIV % DIV % DIV % P/E P/E P/E

identifier MEUR 17 18 19 17 18 19 17 18 19

Raute Oyj Class A RAUTE-FI 96 22.0 20.5 17.9 5.0 5.3 5.5 12.8 13.4 14.6

Valmet Corp VALMT-FI 2,404 15.3 16.4 16.3 3.1 3.4 3.8 17.1 14.8 13.8

Krones AG KRN-DE 3,289 14.2 13.8 13.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 18.2 16.7 15.3

Meyer Burger Technology AG MBTN-CH 693 -1.4 14.5 14.5 0.0 0.0 0.0  22.9 20.7

Intevac, Inc. IVAC-US 166       75.8 16.3  

Metso Oyj METSO-FI 4,162 13.0 15.2 16.9 3.9 4.0 4.2 22.3 18.5 16.3

Konecranes Oyj KCR-FI 2,953 13.5 12.9 15.4 2.9 2.8 3.2 25.8 18.9 14.4

Cargotec Oyj Class B CGCBV-FI 3,335 13.3 14.2 14.8 2.1 2.4 2.6 17.6 15.2 13.3

Sandvik AB SAND-SE 17,126 21.6 20.9 20.0 2.4 2.7 2.9 18.1 16.5 15.2

Peer Group Average 3,803 13.9 16.1 16.2 2.6 2.8 3.0 25.9 17.0 15.4

Peer Group Median 2,953 13.9 14.9 15.8 2.7 2.8 3.1 18.1 16.5 14.9

Glaston Oyj (Evl i  est.) 81 7.6 10.8 13.4 1.2 1.8 2.8 28.7 19.4 14.2

Glaston Premium Average -55 .1% -35 .6% -6 .9% 10 .5% 13 .8% -7 .8%

Glaston Premium Median -55 .8% -34 .8% -8 .4% 58 .1% 17 .5% -4 .5%  
 

Security MCAP

 Sales growth 

%

 Sales growth 

%

 Sales growth 

%

Net debt / 

EBITDA

Net debt / 

EBITDA

Net debt / 

EBITDA

Equity ratio 

%

Equity ratio 

%

Equity ratio 

%

identifier MEUR 17 18 19 17 18 19 17 18 19

Raute Oyj Class A RAUTE-FI 96 24.8 -9.6 -3.7    43.7 52.3  

Valmet Corp VALMT-FI 2,404 6.1 3.7 1.7 -0.1x -0.3x -0.6x 31.3 32.9 34.3

Krones AG KRN-DE 3,289 6.7 4.8 4.8 -0.9x -1.2x -1.3x 42.8 44.4 46.0

Meyer Burger Technology AG MBTN-CH 693 -2.5 15.0 -0.5 -0.6x -1.0x -1.6x 44.4 46.6 49.9

Intevac, Inc. IVAC-US 166 31.6 27.4 0.0 -10.5x -5.7x     

Metso Oyj METSO-FI 4,162 5.9 7.7 6.3 0.0x -0.1x -0.1x 44.6 44.4 45.0

Konecranes Oyj KCR-FI 2,953 53.0 3.5 4.2 2.0x 1.7x 1.0x  36.2 39.3

Cargotec Oyj Class B CGCBV-FI 3,335 -3.3 3.9 6.2 1.4x 0.8x 0.4x 40.5 43.3 45.3

Sandvik AB SAND-SE 17,126 8.8 2.6 3.6 1.2x 0.8x 0.5x 41.5 44.7 48.4

Peer Group Average 3,803 14.6 6.5 2.8 -0.9x -0.6x -0.3x 41.2 43.1 44.0

Peer Group Median 2,953 6.7 3.9 3.9 0.0x -0.2x -0.1x 42.8 44.4 45.3

Glaston Oyj (Evl i  est.) 81 0.6 6.3 3.9 0.2x -0.1x -0.3x 36.4 37.7 40.3  

 

Target price 

 
We have used peer group valuation multiples (mainly earnings-based) and DCF to 

determine target price for Glaston. As we expect Glaston’s profitability to be closer to 

“normal level” next year, we have used 2018E multiples in our analysis. With median peer 

group EV/EBITDA, EV/EBIT and P/E multiples for 2018E, implied share value is between 

EUR 0.37-0.45. However, Glaston’s profitability (margins & returns) are expected to be 

lower than the peer group median in 2018E. Glaston has a good profit improvement 

potential but in our view it is already largely priced in the current share price. Our DCF 

model (on page 26) indicates EUR 0.49 share price value for Glaston. However, we give 

less weight to the DCF and focus more on peer group multiples in our valuation. We 

initiate coverage of Glaston with a HOLD and target price of EUR 0.40. 

 

EV/EBITDA

17 18 19

EBITDA (Evli est.) 7.4 9.3 11.6

Multiple (peer median) 11.5x 9.3x 8.3x

EV 85 87 96

Net debt (Evli est.) 1 -1 -4

Value of equity 83 88 100

Per share 0 .43 0 .45 0 .52  
 

EV/EBIT

17 18 19

EBIT (Evli est.) 4.5 6.3 8.2

Multiple (peer median) 14.2x 11.8x 10.6x

EV 64 75 87

Net debt (Evli est.) 1 -1 -4

Value of equity 62 75 91

Per share 0 .32 0 .39 0 .47  
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P/E

17 18 19

Net earnings (Evli est.) 2.8 4.3 5.9

Multiple (peer median) 18.1x 16.5x 14.9x

Per share 0 .27 0 .37 0 .45  
 

 

Valuation approaches Implied  value

DCF 0.49

Peer EV/EBIT (FY18E) 0.39

Peer EV/EBITDA (FY18E) 0.45

Peer P/E (FY18E) 0.37

Target price (EUR) 0 .40  
 

 

As a reference, Ahlström Capital acquired approx. 18% stake in Glaston from G.W. 

Sohlberg Ab in June 2017 and the acquisition price for shares was EUR 0.44 per share. 

The acquisition price represented a 10% premium on the volume weighted average price 

for the last 30 days. The total acquisition price for the acquired Glaston shares was 

approx. EUR 14.9 million. As a result of the transaction, Ahlström became the new main 

shareholder in Glaston. 

 

Glaston in brief 
 

Glaston Corporation is an international pioneer in glass processing technology and a 

leading supplier of lifecycle solutions in glass processing machines. The company offers a 

wide and advanced range of glass processing heat treatment machines, maintenance 

and upgrade services, tools and expert services. One of Glaston’s main customer groups 

is the manufacturers of architectural glass. 

 

As one of the technological leaders, Glaston’s R&D investments are relatively high and 

the company focuses mainly on high quality, technologically advanced machines and 

good availability of support and maintenance. Glaston has a market share of app. 40% in 

its core market area, the flat tempering of glass. Glaston also aims to grow within other 

safety glass segments, like bending, tempering-bending and laminating. The global 

market for glass is expected to grow, but there is also continued intense competition in 

the market for glass processing machines. Glaston has made significant investments in 

R&D related to the production of smart glass. 

 

Glaston’s main market is glass tempering machines that produces and bends tempered 

glass used mainly in architectural applications. Tempered glass is a type of safety glass 

that breaks into small chunks rather than large jagged shards and is therefore less likely 

to cause injuries. The safety aspect combined with the better strength is the reason why 

tempered glass is required in many applications. Glaston also produces glass laminating 

machines. Laminated glass is a type of safety glass that is produced by bonding several 

layers of glass with flexible resin that keeps the glass sheet together if broken. Laminated 

glass provides better sound insulation than tempered glass, but it’s not as strong. 

Laminated glass is typically used in automobile windshields. Laminated glass is also more 

expensive than tempered glass. Although it’s possible to laminate tempered glass it’s not 

very common, due to high costs. Currently tempered glass is the largest product group in 

the flat glass market, with over 30% of the market but laminated glass is the fastest 

growing product category. 

 

Glaston’s business is highly cyclical, which requires good cost adaptability and strong 

balance sheet from the company. In order to even out the market cycles Glaston offers 

Ahsltröm Capital paid EUR 

0.44 per share  

Focusing on industry 

leading glass processing 

machinery and related 

services 

A market share of app. 

40% in the core market, 
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long-term services agreement like the Glaston Care as well as various monitoring 

systems that improve the monitoring and diagnostic possibilities for the user of the 

machines. Due to relatively high share of fixed costs, Glaston has a high operating 

leverage, and thus the profit could rise sharply if sales volumes rise. 

 

 

 

 
Source: Glaston 

 

 

Glaston serves its customers worldwide and with sales and maintenance units in over 20 

locations, meaning the company has got a good global presence. At the end of 2016 

Glaston had 415 employees, of which 162 were employed in Finland, 63 in the other 

EMEA, 125 in Asia and 65 in Americas. The EMEA- and Americas area has traditionally 

been a strong market for Glaston. In 2016 the EMEA area accounted for 40% of the 

company’s total sales. The Americas share of total sales was 41% and Asia’s share was 

19%. Sales in Asia have declined, mainly due to low demand in China. The company has 

currently two production plants, one in Finland (Tampere) and the other one in China 

(Tianjin). 

 

Distribution of sales by geographical and business area in 2016  

 

 
    Source: Glaston 

 

 

Business areas 
 
Glaston’s operations are divided in two business areas: Machines and Services. The 

Machines business accounted for about 62% and the Services business for about 38% of 

totals sales in 2016. The share of the Services business has grown slightly in recent years, 

up from 31% in 2014.  

 

Machines 
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system 
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The Machines business area consists of the manufacturing and sale of machinery used 

mainly in the heat treatment of glass, which includes flat tempering, tempering-bending, 

bending, and laminating. To further meet the customers’ needs the Machines business is 

divided in to two units: flat tempering and bending & laminating that focus on specific 

safety glass segments. In the flat tempering segment, Glaston has got the strongest 

market position whereas in the other segments Glaston’s market share is lower. Glaston’s 

machines produces glass used, for example, in architecture, like windows, roofs and 

walls, and in the manufacturing of cars and solar panels.  

  

In Glaston’s core business area, heat treatment of glass, it is the technological leader 

with unique technology like the GlastonAir –machine. Glaston’s competitors don’t have a 

direct equivalent to the GlastonAir –machine’s processing method. Due to the 

technological leadership, Glaston has become the market leader in heat treatment 

machines in all its main market areas, except for China, where Glaston, despite the 

challenges with increased competition from local companies, has got a good market 

position. In Glaston’s strongest business area, the flat tempering of glass, the company 

estimates its global market share to be slightly below 40%.  

 

In the upper end of the flat tempering market Glaston’s advantage is stronger due to its 

technological leadership and products like the GlastonAir-machine that is unique on the 

market. As the sales in the Machines business depend on the target industries willingness 

to invest, it’s clearly more cyclical than the Services business. During last couple of years, 

Glaston has developed several new processing lines in flat tempering, bending & 

laminating, which have improved the company’s competitiveness in the global market. In 

flat tempering, renewed FC and RC series were introduced in 2016. 

 

In Machines, demand improved after the slow first quarter and Q2/2017 sales grew by 

40% compared to the previous year. The trend towards significantly larger furnaces in 

flat tempering continued. However, slow decision-making in many countries impacted 

negatively on volumes during the quarter. Order intake was disappointment (-15.6%) in 

the quarter mainly due to postponed investment decisions in many countries. Order book 

was at previous year’s level (-0.2%) at the end of the Q2/2017. 

 

Services 

 
The Services business offers maintenance, modernization, spare parts, remote 

monitoring, diagnostics and update procedures for existing machines. Furthermore, the 

business offers training and consulting services including the tools needed in the 

processing of glass. The Services business aims at ensuring the customers are able to use 

the machines effectively throughout the lifetime of the machine and a global presence is 

one of Glaston’s competitive edges. Glaston aims to provide the best customer 

experience for its clients. The Services business reduces the overall cyclicality of Glaston’s 

business since demand is more stable compared to Machines.  

   

Due to Glaston’s extensive sales and service network, there is room for growth in sales in 

the Services business as the volume of sold machines increases. The digitalization trend 

offers significant opportunities for Glaston as there is growing demand for real time 

monitoring and other upgrades related to the internet of things trend. The general 

outsourcing trend in industrial maintenance also creates potential for further growth. 

 

Glaston’s strategy includes offering higher quality machines with longer lifespan than 

many of their cheaper competitors including extensive maintenance and upgrades. 

Glaston has developed new service related products, like the Glaston Care service 

agreement, which could lead to increased sales in the Services business and reduced 

cyclicality of the Glaston’s business. The Glaston Care is a long-term service agreement 

The Machines business 
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that focuses on regular maintenance procedures, in order to keep the machines running 

smoothly with minimal downtime.  

 

In the long-term, Glaston is targeting to enlarge service business by expanding current 

network especially in fast-growing areas like Middle East, Australia and Asia. Current 

service is largely related to glass processing lines but in the long-term the company may 

have an opportunity to increase its customer’s share of wallet through services related to 

other parts of glass manufacturing. However, this would require acquisitions from 

Glaston. In addition, services related to smart glass offer substantial potential for 

Glaston.  

 

 
Source: Glaston (reported figures) 

 

Market situation was cautiously positive in Services during the second quarter. 

Modernization market picked up, while sales of upgrades slowed down in North America 

due to extended decision-making periods. Sales of spare parts remained high in all 

market areas. A significant slowdown was seen in the UK market and demand remained 

sluggish in South America. Q2/17 sales increased by 13.1% and new orders grew by 

7.5%, respectively. Order book grew by 9% compared to the previous year. 

     

Emerging Technologies 

 
At the beginning of 2017, Glaston established the Glaston Emerging Technology unit. 

The Glaston Emerging Technologies unit represents the company’s research into new 

glass technologies and their applications. The unit offers consulting and planning 

services for smart glass and energy glass windows production including solar energy 

applications. In the future, the unit shall also act as a supplier of the related production 

lines. 

 

Smart glass generally means glass, which properties can be changed. Examples of the 

functional glass types that Glaston is researching are adaptive windows that can be set 

to block infrared rays that provide heat, thus significantly reducing the need for cooling. 

The glass could also be dimmed to block out visible light, a feature that is already used 

for example in conference rooms, and in the future it could also be used in external 

windows and thus eliminating the need for blinds. Research is also being carried out 

concerning innovative applications for solar energy capturing glass as well as 

environmental monitoring glass. It is estimated that the global market for smart glass 

will grow annually by 19-20% between 2016 and 2022 and the total market value is 

estimated to be 5-10 billion USD in 2020.1 The future market dynamics of smart glass are 

difficult predict, due to the fact that industry is in a very early stage and the technology 

and its applications are still being researched and thus there are also significant risks 

involved. 

 

                                                             
1 Research&Markets, Grand View Research  
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Heliotrope Technologies 

 
In order to capture market share in the production of smart glass producing machines, 

Glaston bought a 12% share of Heliotrope Technologies, a California based 

nanotechnology company, in 2015. Other shareholders in the company are glass 

processing companies and Private Equities. The investments related to Heliotrope 

Technologies represent Glaston’s main investment into the emerging smart glass market.  

 

Heliotrope Technologies is developing electrochromic glass that regulates the amount of 

heat and light that passes through the glass efficiently by using electricity. The main 

advantage of electrochromic windows compared to passive solutions is that it can utilize 

the sun light and heat or block it according to demand, as opposed to passive solutions 

that can’t change functions. The new technology being developed by Heliotrope 

Technologies has the added benefit of being more cost effective to produce than 

competing products, which is needed to lower the payback time of the windows and 

enable large scale commercialization. Electrochromic glass represents a significant share 

of the smart glass market and is expected become a 4.2 billion USD market by 2023, up 

from about 1.7 billion USD in 20172. Much of the value comes from more mature 

markets like self-dimming automotive mirrors, but there are significant opportunities for 

growth in smart windows.  

 

The strategic investment means that Glaston will be acting as the designer, 

manufacturer and seller of the production lines, as opposed to only machines, needed for 

the production of the new smart glass that is being developed. The idea is that 

Heliotrope technologies would make functional films that then would be laminated on 

or between glass sheets using Glaston’s machines. Glaston’s technologically advanced 

machines makes them well positioned for the project. Prototype production line is 

already ready and the company has tested the line. Glaston will have an exclusive right 

to manufacture new glass processing lines. Glaston expects the nanotechnology project 

to have a positive impact on net sales and result over the next few years.  

 

 

Production locations – main capacity reductions done  

 
Glaston has focused its production to two countries: Finland and China. In 2015, the 

company made a strategic decision to focus on heat treatment and bending technology 

and has subsequently divested its pre-processing business, except the tools business. In 

Finland (Tampere), Glaston focuses on demanding and larger processing lines and in 

China (Tianjin), Glaston produces for example RC series flat tempering lines and products 

related to Solar segment. Production in China is necessary to be able to compete against 

the Chinese players in the Asian market. In both locations, Glaston uses relatively lot of 

subcontracting in the production. Glaston’s core competences are design, planning, 

developing and assembling of glass processing lines. In 2016, Glaston merged the 

engineering and project management functions of the two factories. 

   

As a result of the financial crisis (2008-2009) and decline in the construction industry, 

there was significant overcapacity in the glass industry, and due to the relatively long 

service life of the glass processing machines the rise in demand for glass hasn’t fully 

translated to sales of glass processing machines. In 2016, Glaston performed several 

adjustment measures in order to reduce overcapacity, including the closing of the 

factory in Brazil (Sao Paolo), renting the recently expanded part of the Tianjin factory as 

well as personnel reductions. The adjustment measures are estimated to improve the 

                                                             
2 In-tech research, 2015  
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2017 result by EUR 1.5 million. According to Glaston its resources are currently in 

efficient use, following the recent efficiency programs. 

 

According to management, Glaston can meet substantially higher demand with the 

current production capacity. In our view, competitiveness of the current capacity is 

relatively good and we do not expect any new major restructuring of operations. 

Relatively high share of subcontracting enables Glaston to expand production relatively 

quickly but it limits somewhat the margin potential. 

 

 

Customers – glass processing companies 

 
Glaston is in close cooperation with several glass processors as it supplies the processing 

machines to many of the leading manufacturers of architectural-, furniture-, 

automotive- and solar energy glass globally, including: 

  

-Press Glass SA, a leading European glass processor 
-Tecnoglass S.A., Market leader (architectural glass) in Latin America and the second 
largest glass fabricator serving the United States 

-European Glass Group, The largest independent glass processor in the UK and Ireland 

-Independent Glass, One of the leading toughened and laminated glass manufacturers in 
the UK 
-Cardinal Glass Industries, One of the leading suppliers of residential glass in USA 

-Singapore Safety Glass Pte Ltd, a glass fabricating company operating in Asia 
 

As Glaston aims to be a market pioneer it has expressed its interest in ongoing 

developments in functional- and smart glass, including protective glass, monitoring 

glass, adaptive glass and glass combined with solar cells. If the developments in the 

smart glass area are favorable it could mean an opportunity for Glaston to further 

expand its customer base.   

 

 

Competitive landscape 
 

In the market for glass processing machines there are several smaller actors, and all have 

not recovered fully after the construction market crashed in 2008. The fragmented 

market could present expansion possibilities for Glaston. Although Glaston has got a 

market share of slightly below 40% in the flat tempering market, its market share in the 

other safety glass segments is lower. Glaston faces competition especially from players 

located in Europe, USA and Asia. 

 

The increased competition brought on by Chinese competitors expansion on the market 

has led to tough price competition. Due to the increased competition, Glaston has had 

more challenges, especially in the more price-driven markets, like Asia and South 

America. In the high-end market, Glaston has an edge due to the technological 

leadership. For example Glaston’s competitors don’t have the technology that directly 

competes with Glaston’s GlastonAir -machine. Only Lisec (Austria) has a similar type of a 

product in their portfolio. 

 

The fragmented safety glass machine market combined with increased price competition 

will probably lead to some consolidation of the market; signs of which can already be 

seen. In the long run, there is also a risk that the increasing competition will cause the 

competition to move to more specific categories and force Glaston to further specify its 

target segment. The risk is most evident in price conscious markets were Glaston have 

some difficulties competing in the lower segments.   
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In the Glaston‘s main market area, the manufacturing of machines used in the flat 

tempering of glass, it is the market leader with a market share of app. 40%. Glaston’s 

main competitors in this market are the Chinese companies Northglass (net sales 45 

MEUR) and Landglass (35 MEUR). In Europe, key competitors in the flat tempering are 

Mappi (Italy, 10 MEUR) and Keraglass (Italy, 10 MEUR). Glaston has a strong market 

position especially in Western markets but is a challenger in the Chinese market. 

 

Northglass and Landglass have the strongest market position in China but as a result of 

the slowdown of the Chinese market, their profitability has declined. The Chinese 

competitors compete mainly with price as their processing lines are typically less 

advanced. In addition, their processing lines do not have for example upgrade functions 

and life cycle is clearly shorter compared to Western players’ machines. 

 

In 2016, Northglass had revenue of about EUR 120 million and an EBIT-margin of 2.7%, 

compared to EUR 95 million and 11.9% in 2011. The glass tempering equipment 

segment of Northglass, which competes with Glaston, reported revenue of EUR 45.2 

million in 2016, and profitability has been declining. The profitability (revenue-cost of 

revenue/revenue) of Northglass’ glass tempering equipment segment declined from 

around 30% in 2011, to around 20% in 2016. Northglass reports its market share in 

China to be about 50%, and that 65% of its total revenue came from the Chinese market 

in 2016. Currently, Northglass is focusing more on glass processing than developing 

processing lines. Landglass is similar to Northglass, with a strong focus on the Chinese 

market, and has total revenue of app. EUR 35 million. Recently, Northglass has filed law 

suit against Landglass related to patent infringement.  

 

In the other safety glass segments related to Glaston’s bending and laminating business, 

Glaston is in the position of a market challenger with a smaller market share and faces 

competition from several different competitors. Main competitors are located in Europe 

and North America. Competitors include Lisec (Austria), Bottero (Italy), Benteler (Austria), 

Bovone (Italy) and Glasstech (USA).  

 

In the Services business, Glaston’s main competitive edge is the global presence with 

sales and services offices in over 20 locations, which according to Glaston is the 

industry’s widest network. This edge is also sustainable since competitors would have to 

make significant investments in order to achieve a similar network. However, the global 

network is expensive for Glaston to maintain, especially during challenging market 

conditions.  

 

As Glaston focuses high-quality machines with a service life of 15-30 years, it creates a 

better service foundation compared to companies that sells cheaper machines. This gives 

Glaston an opportunity to increase service sales as long as the can keep the older 

machines technologically competitive during the longer operating life.  

 

In the Services business, there is significant potential assuming that the glass processing 

industry will follow the general outsourcing trends that is present in other engineering 

industries. In general the maintenance is more likely to be outsourced in developed 

markets (North America and the EMEA area) that are also the most significant for the 

Services business. In the more price-driven markets like South America and Asia, where 

there is more demand for cheaper glass processing machines, the service market is less 

developed and competes with in-house maintenance and local service providers to a 

larger degree. As a result the service offering of Glaston’s Chinese competitors isn’t as 

extensive. Glaston’s extensive services offering combined with a global presence could be 

an edge when and if the maintenance outsourcing trend takes hold in those markets as 

well.  
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Business model 
 

Flat tempering technology and related services are the company’s core operations, and in 

this area Glaston is the market leader with app. 40% market share. Glaston is also 

targeting to increase its presence in other safety glass categories such as bending, 

tempering-bending and laminating. Glaston’s glass processing machines are mainly used 

in the production of glass to the construction, appliance, automotive and solar 

industries. The global demand for glass is growing in all segments. Glaston serves 

customers worldwide with sales and maintenance units in over 20 locations and machine 

manufacturing in Finland and China. A Global presence is also one of Glaston’s 

competitive edges as it improves availability of support for its machines. 

 

In Glaston’s business model the company itself develops, manufactures and delivers the 

machines installed to the customer. The transaction includes a significant down-

payment, which reduces Glaston’s need for capital. The delivery time is up to 6 months, 

which means that the order book gives a good reference of coming cash flows. In 

Glaston’s Machines business the value of a significant order is from about EUR 1 million 

up till 3 million.  

 

Glaston no longer reports business area specific results but in the last financial year 

reported, in 2014, the Services business showed a stronger and more stable profitability. 

In 2014 the operating result (excl. NRI) of the Machines-business was 4.9% (2.8% in 

2013) of the net sales. At the same time, the operating result of the Services-business 

was 13.3% (13.5% in 2013) of the net sales. In our estimates, we continue to assume 

that the Service-business is more profitable than the Machines-business.  

 

Currently Glaston’s business model is highly cyclical due to a large portion of Machines 

sales of total sales. The relatively high operating leverage magnifies the effect of the 

fluctuations in sales. The company is seeking to stabilize its business model by, for 

example, increasing the share of Service sales and long term maintenance- and upgrade 

deals, in particular. Glaston also expects that the new technologies, including the 

nanotechnology project, will help stabilize its business.   

 

According to Glaston’s (new) strategy it focuses on supplying machines as well as related 

maintenance and upgrade services for the heat treatment of glass. As a result of the 

renewed strategy, Glaston divested its pre-processing machines business and currently 

only offers tools used in the pre-processing stage. 
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Glaston’s role in the stages of a glass processing line 

 

Source: Glaston 

 

Research and Development 
 

If the R&D investments are successful Glaston will remain the technological leader, 

which is important to the quality oriented customers, who also see the extensive service 

network as a plus. However, the increased costs also make it more difficult to compete 

on more price conscious markets (etc. Asia), where the price competition is tougher. As 

technologically advanced machines are one of Glaston’s main competitive edges, a drop 

in R&D expenditures would also be considered a risk. Glaston’s R&D operations are led 

from Finland (Tampere). 

 

Glaston’s R&D expenditure 2012-2016 

 
Source: Glaston 

 

Glaston focuses on producing high quality machines that produce high-value glass and 

consequently Glaston’s R&D expenditures are relatively high. In 2016, Glaston’s R&D 

expenditures amounted to 1.6% of net sales and 3% in 2015. In the first half of 2017, 

Glaston increased its R&D spend to EUR 2.1 (1.4) million due to product development. In 

the long-term, Glaston’s R&D priority is to increase the degree of automation and 

digitalization in new processing lines. 

     

In 2016, Glaston delivered the first GlastonAir machine that utilizes new technology that 

makes it possible to temper high-quality glass only 2mm thick, which is needed in the 

manufacturing of weight-sensitive products, like solar panels. Glaston also made further 

developments on the GlastonAir machine and was granted new patents. End result of 

processed glass with GlastonAir machine is clearly better compared to less advanced 

machines. There is a lot of market potential especially in automotive, smart glass and 

solar market segments. 

 

R&D investments needed 

to maintain technological 

leadership 

R&D investments mainly 

product development 

 

First GlastonAir installed in 

Columbia 
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Glaston also continued with projects related to the digitalization of the industry and 

launched the Glaston Insight, a digital control- and monitoring system for its machines. 

The company has also updated the FC and RC flat tempering machines series in 2016. 

This is part of Glaston strategy to be the technological leader in glass processing 

machines.  

 

Glaston’s financial performance 

 
Glaston’s net sales during the past five years don’t show any clear trends but in 2016 

sales dropped due to low investment activity in the glass processing market and 

increased decision-making times of the customers. In 2016, profitability weakened due 

to a decline in deliveries and cost overruns in certain customer projects. Developing of 

new glass processing lines has impacted on profitability during 2015-2016.   

 

Glaston’s sales and operating profit (EBIT excl. NRI) MEUR 

 
Source: Glaston 

 

Glaston’s operating profit margin (EBIT) excluding NRI has been below 5% during last 

five years. The best year has been 2015 when margin was 4.9%. We expect profitability 

to improve in 2017 and 2018 but there is still relatively long way to go to 8% level, 

which is targeted in the new strategy. 

 

Glaston’s sales by business area (MEUR) 

 
Source: Glaston 
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Glaston’s sales in the Services business have grown due to improved demand and 

organizational restructuring. Machines’ sales have declined mainly due to sluggish global 

investment activity and postponed customer-decision making. The growing glass market 

hasn’t yet fully translated into investments in new machines, partly due to cautious 

investments trend caused by global economic uncertainty in 2012-2016.  In May 2017, 

Glaston closed the sale of its pre-processing business in USA and Canada, which will 

impact on sales in 2017E. Glaston will continue as a reseller of pre-processing machines 

in South America and Asia.  

 

Glaston reported Q2/2017 result that fell short of analysts' estimates. Net sales were 9% 

and EBIT 42% below the consensus. Q2/17 EBIT-margin improved to 4.8%, while 

consensus expected EBIT-margin of 7.5%.  

 

Glaston’s Q2/2017 net sales grew by 32% as a result of an increased number of 

deliveries. Global glass processing market picked up in the quarter. In the EMEA area, 

demand remained good, while the North American market slowed down. In China, the 

overall market volumes were at a low level but first signs of a recovery were seen in the 

quarter. South American market experienced a slight recovery from a very low level. 

Glaston’s new orders received were only EUR 26.6 (28.6) million, which was 

disappointment to the management. Order book growth decelerated and amounted to 

EUR 41.2 (40.9) million at the end of the quarter. 

 

Order book and received orders by business area (MEUR) 

 
Source: Glaston 

 

Glaston’s Q2/2017 comparable EBIT improved to EUR 1.4 (-0.4) million or 5.0% (-1.9%) of 

net sales. In our view, the company’s sales volumes in particularly Machines business are 

still too low level in order to generate healthy margins. Sales continue to be hampered 

by slow decision-making in many countries. Improving global economic conditions 

should support new investments but glass processing customers seem to be still 

cautious.      
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Glaston’s quarterly net sales and comparable EBIT (MEUR) 

 
Source: Evli & Glaston 

  

Glaston reiterated its full-year guidance and expects comparable operating result to 

improve from 2016. (In 2016, the comparable operating result was EUR 2.8 million.) A 

higher order book than the previous year, positive market development and the cost-

saving measures undertaken, create good conditions for the development of operations 

in 2017.   

 

Looking at Glaston’s total cost structure, the share of fixed costs is about 50%, which 

includes personnel costs and other operating expenses. The sales and service network, 

which is large in relation to Glaston’s size, combined with the factories and sizable R&D 

cost makes the share of fixed cost significant. The share of fixed costs is most likely 

higher in the Machines business, while Glaston does not report business area specific 

costs. It follows that the result is strongly tied to sales volumes and Glaston needs to 

keep its capacity optimized to achieve good profitability. Share of fixed costs has 

decreased from 59.9% in 2012 to 49.7% in 2016 mainly due to increased volumes in the 

service business.  

 

Fixed costs (MEUR) and share of net sales % 

 
Source: Evli & Glaston 

 

Management is currently satisfied with the current level of fixed costs. Cost reduction 

measures implemented already in the previous year are expected to support EBIT by EUR 

1.5 million in 2017E. We do not expect Glaston to start new restructuring actions in the 

short-term.  
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Capital expenditure 

 

Majority of the Glaston’s capital expenditure is related to product development. After a 

period of a low capital expenditure, Glaston’s capex has been above depreciation and 

amortization during 2015-2016. In 2016 Glaston invested in product development and 

information systems. In 2015 capex was extraordinary high due to investment in the 

California-based nanotechnology company and expansion of the production plant in 

China.  

 

Capex against depreciation & amortization, MEUR 

 
Source: Evli & Glaston 

 

 

Balance sheet 

 
Glaston’s balance sheet has remained relatively strong during last couple of years.  

At the end of the Q2/2017, equity ratio was 45.1% and net gearing 16.5%. Company’s 

net interest bearing net debt was EUR 5.9 million at the end of the quarter. Company is 

heavy cash, which represented EUR 8.0 million or 8.5% of the total balance sheet. In our 

view, current balance sheet enables future investments in order to improve the 

competitiveness and also dividend payment in spring 2018.  
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Source: Glaston 

 
Glaston has goodwill of EUR 30.6 million that, compared to Glaston’s total equity of EUR 

35.9 million, is large enough to be considered a risk. Most of the goodwill (26.5 MEUR) 

relates to the Services unit and only EUR 4.1 million relates to the Machines business. 

Glaston’s service business is relatively stable, which lowers the risk of a goodwill write-

down.  In 2015, Glaston made a reclassification of EUR 6.3 million of goodwill to 

discontinued operations related to the divestment of the pre-processing business. 

Glaston performs next impairment testing in the fourth quarter 2017. In our view, risk of 

a goodwill write-down is currently low. 

     

Glaston receives a significant portion of the payment for it machines in advance. As a 

result, Glaston is able to reduce the amount of working capital by effective use of the 

advance payments, and thus minimizing the risks related to a large working capital. 

However, during economic downturns advance payments typically decline considerably 

which impacts negatively on cash flow. Glaston’s working capital has been negative 

several quarters in a row. At the end of Q2/2017, working capital amounted to EUR –5.3 

million and represented -4.9% of net sales. Q2/2017 working capital was negatively 

impacted by lower down payments due to decreased number of new orders. 

 

Working capital MEUR and of net sales % 

 
Source: Evli & Glaston 
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Strategy and financial targets 

 
Glaston renewed its strategy, long-term financial objectives and dividend policy in 2016. 

The company now focuses on growth in its main business area, the flat tempering of 

glass and related services, and Glaston aims to achieve its growth targets by being the 

technological leader and providing the best customer experience.  

 

Glaston has stated that it aims to be the industry's leading pioneer, whose identifying 

characteristics are technological leadership and superior quality. Glaston's core expertise 

is in the flat tempering technology, where the company holds strong market position. 

Through its continuous product development and regularly renewed product offering, 

Glaston aims to further strengthen its position and competitiveness in the market for 

new machine as well as services. The growth target will be supported by growing 

demand for architectural glass, in particular. 

 

To support its core business, Glaston will seek growth opportunities not only in flat 

tempering technology but also in other safety glass groups, such as bending, tempering-

bending and laminating. Innovative glass technologies and digitalization will bring 

significant new business opportunities to Glaston as the company is already planning to 

expand into the new market for smart glass. An extensive and growing base of installed 

machines creates a foundation for growth in services.  

 

 

Financial objectives for the period 2016-2018E 
Glaston revised in March 2016 its financial targets for the period 2016-2018: 

 

 Annual growth of net sales exceeding market growth (CAGR), which is 

estimated to be 3-5% annually 

 Operating profit margin (EBIT) above 8%, excluding non-recurring items, at the 

end of the period 

 Return on capital employed (ROCE) of more than 20% at the end of the period 

 

 

Due to changes in Glaston’s organization structure Glaston renewed its financial targets 

for the period 2016 to 2018, thus the financial figures before 2016 are not directly 

comparable. 2016 was weak year, but Glaston aims to reach its targets by renewing its 

products regularly and further bolster its technological leadership in order achieve high 

sales and margins on its products. In our view new (GlastonAir) and renewed (FC & RC 

series) have important role in order to achieve profitability targets. Implemented cost 

reduction measures will improve result already in 2017.  

 

As of 2013 Glaston’s dividend policy has been to pay at least a third of the result as 

dividends. The new target is between 30 and 50%; the target reflects Glaston’s retained 

focus on growth. In 2017, Glaston did not pay any dividends. 
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Realized ratios compared to financial target 2015-2018E 

 

 
In June 2017, Ahlström Capital acquired approx. 18% stake in Glaston from G.W. 

Sohlberg Ab, who sold all its shares in the company. The acquisition price for shares 

acquired in Glaston was EUR 0.44 per share, which represented a 10% premium on the 

volume weighted average price for the last 30 days. The total acquisition price for the 

acquired Glaston shares was approx. EUR 14.9 million. Ahlström is known as a long-term 

owner, who aims to gain substantial influence or control in companies they invest in. We 

expect Ahlström to continue to develop Glaston and prefer growth investments instead 

of dividends in the short-term. 

 

Mergers & Acquisitions 
 

Acquisitions play only a small role in new Glaston’s strategy. In 2014, Glaston acquired 

the industrial property rights to all Glassrobots products, including significant patents, 

which strengthened Glaston’s position in heat treatment segment and automotive. In 

2015, Glaston acquired 12% stake in a California-based nanotechnology company that 

develops glass technology solutions. We do not expect Glaston to execute any major 

acquisition during the current strategic period. According to management, Glaston has 

no interest in small (5 MEUR net sales) companies due to their weak competitiveness. 

Potential larger companies (50 MEUR net sales) that would improve significantly 

Glaston’s market position are too large with the current balance sheet. 

 

 

Over the last couple of years, Glaston has focused on divesting its non-core businesses. 

In 2015, Glaston divested the pre-processing machine operations in Italy to local 

management and focused more on heat treatment technology and service. In Q2/2017, 

Glaston closed the sale of its pre-processing business in the USA and Canada to Bavelloni 

S.p.A. Glaston will continue as a reseller of Bavelloni’s pre-processing machines in 

Mexico, Brazil and Singapore. In 2016, the net sales of the divested business were EUR 

4.9 million. The sale has not any material impact on 2017 EBIT-level. According to 

management, Glaston is not currently planning any new divestments. We see that if 

market situation deteriorates, the company will first divest its tools business, which is 

currently part of the Service business. 
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Market overview 

 
In the long run, the increasing demand for glass will increase the demand for glass 

processing machines and rapid technological advance could also speed up the demand 

for high-end glass processing machines, which would benefit especially Glaston. The 

market for glass is also growing faster than the world economy overall and combined 

with the significant potential of smart glass it should lead to a need for additional 

capacity in the future.  

 

There is a trend towards more valuable glass in many of the market areas as there are 

more requirements of specific properties. In construction, for example, there is a general 

shift towards stricter regulation regarding fire-resistance, toughness, sound- and 

thermal insulation.  

 

The EMEA and Americas are the largest market areas for Glaston. Improved economic 

outlook especially in the EMEA is expected to support Glaston in 2017 and 2018. The 

global construction industry, which is the largest consumer of glass, is expected to grow 

by 5.5% annually from 2016 to 2021.3 In the US, there was a significant increase in 

building permits towards the end of 2016. However, towards the half of 2017 building 

permits declined to 2016 levels. Although the Chinese market hasn’t developed as 

expected, Glaston sees a trend towards increased investments in high-quality glass 

processing machines that would benefit Glaston particularly. Currently China accounts 

for about 50% of flat glass market on a square meter basis and the growing demand for 

high quality glass will also lead to an increase in China’s value share. The global market 

for safety glass is expected to grow by around 7 % annually until 2022.4  

 

In China, Glaston has retained a good position although the market has experienced a 

downward trend. The slow demand combined with the rapid growth in capacity has 

hampered the market conditions. In recent years Glaston has filed several lawsuits 

concerning patent infringements against their Chinese competitors that have been won 

in Europe and North America but lost in China. These cases have largely been closed 

already, but the risk of similar cases is evident.  

 

According to IMF, global economic activity is picking up with a long-awaited cyclical 

recovery in investment, manufacturing, and trade. World economic growth is expected 

to accelerate from 3.1% in 2016 to 3.5% in 2017 and 3.6% in 2018. Stronger economic 

activity, expectations of more robust global demand, reduced deflationary pressures, and 

optimistic financial markets are all supporting growth outlook. The rapid economic 

growth in emerging markets like India, Africa and the Middle East is driven by increasing 

construction activity. 

 

According to Glaston, market activity in general has improved compared to last year. The 

year 2017 started slowly but in the second quarter activity in the glass processing market 

developed positively. Demand remained good in the EMEA area, while the North 

American slowed down. In Asia, the overall activity grew and the Chinese market showed 

signs of a recovery, however from low levels. A slight recovery was seen in the South 

American market. 

 

Glaston expects the global glass machine market to grow at around 3-5% per year up to 

2018. According to Technavio the market for flat glass processing machines will grow by 

over 4%5 annually during the period 2017-2021. In 2016 the value of the global market 

for glass processing machinery was about 438 MUSD and estimated to reach 542 MUSD 

                                                             
3Lucintel, market report  
4Grand view research 
5 Technavio market report 
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in 2021.6  

 

World flat glass demand per region 

 
Source: Freedonia market report  

 

Flat glass is glass produced in plane form that then may be bended and processed. Other 

types are container glass and fiberglass. Of the whole glass market, flat glass accounts 

for about a third of the share based on weight. 

 

 

  
 

Source: Glaston 

 

 

Long-term market drivers 

 
1) Digitalization – glass to collect information from the environment, adapt to the 

environment, improve safety, protect against air pollution and save, generate 

energy. Digitalization of glass processing (Internet of things)  

2) New technologies – glass able to change it properties, block light etc. 

3) Growing demand for glass, particularly architectural glass 

4) Increasing demand by regulation concerning safety- and energy efficiency 

standards. 

 

                                                             
6Technavio market report 
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In the construction market the trend towards more valuable glass is expected to 

continue, due to more regulation concerning safety requirements and increased demand 

for energy efficiency. Modern architecture tends to use more glass in buildings, due to 

the value added by increased visibility and daylight. The combined demand of higher 

energy efficiency and an increased portion of glazed surfaces lead to increased spending 

on glass in new buildings.  

 

In the automotive industry the is also an increasing demand for high performance glass 

that, among other thing, will help improving the energy efficiency of vehicles by 

reducing the weight and using solar control windows to limit the need for cooling. It is 

expected that the glass demand will grow by 5.1% in the automotive industry and by 

7.7% annually in the construction industry. The total market for glass processing 

machines was expected to grow by 3-5% annually up to 2018 according to Glaston and 

flat glass over 4% between 2017 and 2021 according to Technavio7.  

 

The demand for solar energy is expected to grow significantly, which increases the 

demand for high-performance glass and Glaston is well positioned to meet this demand. 

In addition, Glaston is also researching new innovative glass processing machines lines 

for Solar industry.  

  

There is also a growing demand for new smart glass products and other functional glass 

types that may have a significant impact on the market in the future. It is estimated that 

the global smart glass market grows at a CAGR of 15.2% from 2017 to 2025.8However, 

the smart glass industry is still in its infancy and commercially viable applications are still 

being researched. Glaston’s partner, Heliotrope Technologies, is developing a new 

electrochromic smart glass technology in the USA. 

 

 

Market drivers in the glass industry 

 
Source: Glaston & Evli 

                                                             
7Technavio market report 
8Glaston Q2/2017 presentation 
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VALUATION RESULTS BASE CASE DETAILS VALUATION ASSUMPTIONS ASSUMPTIONS FOR WACC 

Current share price 0.42 PV of Free Cash Flow 30 Long-term growth, % 2.0 Risk-free interest rate, % 2.25 

DCF share value 0.49 PV of Horizon value 64 WACC, % 9.2 Market risk premium, % 5.8 

Share price potential, % 16.5 Unconsolidated equity -1 Spread, % 0.5 Debt risk premium, % 2.8 

Maximum value 0.5 Marketable securities 17 Minimum WACC, % 8.7 Equity beta coefficient 1.20 

Minimum value 0.5 Debt - dividend -17 Maximum WACC, % 9.7 Target debt ratio, % 15 

Horizon value, % 67.9 Value of stock 94 Nr of shares, Mn 192.9 Effective tax rate, % 21 

 

 

 

 

DCF valuation, EURm 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E Horizon 

  Net sales 107 108 114 119 123 125 128 130 133 135 138 141 

  Sales growth, % -13.2 0.6 6.3 3.9 3.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
  Operating income (EBIT) 2 5 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

  EBIT margin, % 2.1 4.2 5.5 6.9 6.6 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
+ Depreciation+amort. 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5  

- Income taxes -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2  

- Change in NWC 9 -4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

  NWC / Sales, % -14.4 -10.5 -10.4 -10.3 -10.2 -10.2 -10.1 -10.1 -10.1 -10.0 -10.0  
+ Change in other liabs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

- Capital Expenditure -3 -4 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -6 -1 -1 

  Investments / Sales, % 2.9 3.3 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 0.9 0.9 
- Other items 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

= Unlevered Free CF (FCF) 10 -1 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 10 146 

= Discounted FCF (DFCF)  -1 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 5 64 

             

= DFCF min WACC  -1 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 5 72 

= DFCF max WACC  -1 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 57 
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INTERIM FIGURES             

EVLI ESTIMATES, EURm 2016Q1 2016Q2 2016Q3 2016Q4 2016 2017Q1 2017Q2 2017Q3E 2017Q4E 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Net sales 29 22 20 35 107 23 29 23 33 108 114 119 

EBITDA 1 0 1 3 5 1 2 1 3 7 9 12 

EBITDA margin (%) 4.8 0.0 2.5 8.7 4.6 3.5 7.2 5.3 9.9 6.9 8.2 9.7 

EBIT 1 -1 0 2 2 0 1 1 3 5 6 8 

EBIT margin (%) 2.4 -2.7 -1.0 6.8 2.1 0.0 4.8 2.2 7.8 4.2 5.5 6.9 

Net financial items 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 

Pre-tax profit 1 -1 0 2 2 0 1 0 3 4 5 7 

Tax 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 

Tax rate (%) 40.0 -14.3 -25.0 9.1 37.5 -33.3 18.2 20.0 20.0 23.8 21.0 21.0 

Net profit 0 -1 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 3 4 6 

EPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 

EPS adjusted (diluted no. of shares) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Dividend per share 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 

SALES, EURm             

Machines 19 13 11 24 67 13 18 12 22 64 69 71 

Services 11 10 10 12 42 11 11 11 12 45 47 50 

Unallocated and Eliminations 0 -1 0 0 -2 -1 0 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 

Total 29 22 20 35 107 23 29 23 33 108 114 119 

SALES GROWTH, Y/Y %             

Machines 13.8 -33.0 -46.2 24.8 -11.8 -34.2 40.0 8.0 -10.7 -4.4 7.0 3.0 

Services 7.1 -10.0 -30.9 -13.4 -13.5 2.8 13.1 12.5 6.0 8.4 5.0 5.0 

Unallocated and Eliminations -50.0 300.0 0.0 150.0 53.8 200.0 -75.0 0.0 20.0 -5.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 12.2 -26.8 -40.7 8.2 -13.2 -22.4 32.1 10.3 -5.6 0.6 6.3 3.9 

EBIT, EURm             

Group EBIT 1 -1 0 2 2 0 1 1 3 5 6 8 

Total 1 -1 0 2 2 0 1 1 3 5 6 8 

EBIT margin, %             

Total 2.4 -2.7 -1.0 6.8 2.1 0.0 4.8 2.2 7.8 4.2 5.5 6.9 
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INCOME STATEMENT, EURm  2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Sales 116 120 110 123 107 108 114 119 

Sales growth (%) -18.9 4.2 -8.8 12.2 -13.2 0.6 6.3 3.9 

Costs -116 -112 -101 -114 -102 -100 -105 -107 

Reported EBITDA 0 9 9 10 5 7 9 12 

Extraordinary items in EBITDA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EBITDA margin (%) -0.3 7.4 8.4 7.7 4.6 6.9 8.2 9.7 

Depreciation -8 -5 -4 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 

EBITA -9 4 6 6 2 5 6 8 

Goodwill amortization / writedown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reported EBIT -9 4 6 6 2 5 6 8 

EBIT margin (%) -7.6 3.5 5.0 4.9 2.1 4.2 5.5 6.9 

Net financials -9 -1 -1 -6 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Pre-tax profit -17 3 5 0 2 4 5 7 

Extraordinary items 0 0 -1 -2 0 0 0 0 

Taxes -1 -4 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 

Minority shares 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Net profit -18 0 2 -2 1 3 4 6 

BALANCE SHEET, EURm          

Assets         

Fixed assets 20 18 17 20 20 21 23 24 

    % of sales 17 15 16 16 19 19 20 20 

Goodwill 37 37 37 31 31 31 31 31 

    % of sales 32 31 34 25 29 28 27 26 

Inventory 22 20 22 17 12 16 17 18 

    % of sales 19 16 20 14 11 15 15 15 

Receivables 62 31 30 25 19 19 20 21 

    % of sales 54 26 27 20 18 18 18 18 

Liquid funds 11 16 20 6 17 17 19 19 

    % of sales 9 14 18 5 16 16 16 16 

Total assets 158 126 129 101 101 106 111 115 

Liabilities         

Equity 31 51 51 37 36 39 42 46 

    % of sales 26 42 46 30 34 36 37 39 

Deferred taxes 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

    % of sales 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Interest bearing debt 69 25 15 14 17 19 18 15 

    % of sales 59 21 14 11 16 17 16 13 

Non-interest bearing current liabilities 47 44 56 44 43 44 46 48 

    % of sales 40 36 51 36 41 41 41 41 

Other interest free debt 6 2 2 4 3 3 3 3 

    % of sales 5 2 1 3 3 3 2 2 

Total liabilities 158 126 129 101 101 106 111 115 

CASH FLOW, EURm          

+ EBITDA 0 9 9 10 5 7 9 12 

- Net financial items -9 -1 -1 -6 -1 -1 -1 -1 

- Taxes -1 -4 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 

- Increase in Net Working Capital -21 25 11 2 9 -4 1 0 

+/- Other 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 

= Cash flow from operations -31 29 17 4 13 2 8 10 

- Capex 29 -2 -3 1 -3 -4 -5 -5 

- Acquisitions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ Divestments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

= Net cash flow -2 27 14 5 9 -2 3 5 

+/- Change in interest-bearing debt 0 -44 -10 -2 3 2 -1 -2 

+/- New issues/buybacks -8 44 0 -19 13 0 0 0 

- Paid dividend 0 0 -2 -4 -2 0 -1 -2 

+/- Change in loan receivables 0 -1 1 -5 0 0 0 0 

Change in cash -6 3 3 -13 11 0 1 1 
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KEY FIGURES 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

M-cap 77 73 93 84 81 81 81 

Net debt 9 -5 7 -1 1 -1 -4 

Enterprise value 86 69 101 84 83 81 78 

Sales 120 110 123 107 108 114 119 

EBITDA 9 9 10 5 7 9 12 

EBIT 4 6 6 2 5 6 8 

Pre-tax 3 5 0 2 4 5 7 

Earnings 0 3 0 1 3 4 6 

Book value 50 51 37 36 38 42 46 

Valuation multiples        

EV/sales 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 

EV/EBITDA 9.7 7.5 10.6 16.9 11.2 8.7 6.7 

EV/EBITA 20.2 12.5 16.6 36.4 18.4 12.8 9.5 

EV/EBIT 20.2 12.5 16.6 36.4 18.4 12.8 9.5 

EV/operating cash flow 2.6 3.6 10.3 6.3 37.4 9.5 7.6 

EV/cash earnings 12.4 9.8 34.9 21.8 14.5 11.0 8.4 

P/E -18.9 23.4 -232.5 55.8 27.7 18.7 13.8 

P/E excl. goodwill -18.9 23.4 -232.5 55.8 27.7 18.7 13.8 

P/B 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.8 

P/sales 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 

P/CF 2.4 3.9 9.5 6.3 36.6 9.5 7.9 

Target EV/EBIT 0.0 0.0 11.5 38.2 17.5 12.2 9.0 

Target P/E 0.0 0.0 72.0 120.0 26.4 17.8 13.1 

Target P/B 0.0 0.0 2.7 2.6 2.0 1.8 1.7 

Per share measures        

Number of shares 192,920 192,920 193,708 192,920 192,920 192,920 192,920 

Number of shares (diluted) 192,920 192,920 193,708 192,920 192,920 192,920 192,920 

EPS 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 

EPS excl. goodwill -0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Cash EPS 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Operating cash flow per share 0.17 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.05 

Capital employed per share 0.31 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.21 0.21 0.22 

Book value per share 0.26 0.26 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 

Book value excl. goodwill 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Dividend per share 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Dividend payout ratio, % -581.1 154.3 -484.3 0.0 35.0 35.0 40.0 

Dividend yield, % 2.5 5.3 2.1 0.0 1.2 1.9 2.9 

Efficiency measures        

ROE -0.8 5.0 -0.9 2.8 7.6 10.8 13.4 

ROCE 4.9 7.8 10.5 4.5 8.2 10.7 13.4 

Financial ratios         

Capex/sales, % 1.8 3.0 -0.4 2.9 3.3 4.3 4.2 

Capex/depreciation excl. goodwill,% 47.8 89.5 168.2 118.4 122.1 163.1 145.5 

Net debt/EBITDA, book-weighted 1.0 -0.5 0.8 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 

Debt/equity, market-weighted 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Equity ratio, book-weighted 40.3 39.5 36.5 35.5 36.4 37.7 40.3 

Gearing 0.17 -0.10 0.20 -0.02 0.03 -0.01 -0.08 

Number of employees, average 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sales per employee, EUR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EBIT per employee, EUR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION:  Glaston is manufacturing and developing various glass processing machines and technology for the architectural, automotive, appliance and 

solar industries worldwide 

 

INVESTMENT CASE: We expect sales and profits to pick up especially in 2018E but the improvement is already largely priced in. Glaston trades at a premium against the 

peer group and we see especially earnings-based valuation challenging. 

 
OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE SHARES EURm % 

Ac Invest Eight B.V. 33,931,442 14.251 17.6% 

Hymy Lahtinen Oy 23,400,000 9.828 12.1% 

OP-Finland Small Firms Fund 13,918,323 5.846 7.2% 

Etera Mutual Pension Insurance Company 13,843,878 5.814 7.2% 

Varma Mutual Pension Insurance Company 12,786,643 5.370 6.6% 

Evli Finnish Small Cap Fund 9,467,361 3.976 4.9% 

Päivikki and Sakari Sohlberg Foundation 3,965,600 1.666 2.1% 

Hulkko Juha Olavi 3,900,000 1.638 2.0% 

Oy Investsum Ab 3,358,000 1.410 1.7% 

Kirkon Eläkerahasto 3,142,600 1.320 1.6% 

Ten largest  121,713,847 51.120 63% 

Residual  71,206,153 29.907 37% 

Total  192,920,000 81.026 100% 

 
EARNINGS CALENDAR  

 Q3/17 30 October 2017   

    

    

    

OTHER EVENTS  

    

 
COMPANY MISCELLANEOUS   

CEO: Arto Metsänen Lönnrotinkatu 11 

CFO: Päivi Lindqvist Tel: +358 10 500 500 

IR: Agneta Selroos  
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DEFINITIONS 

 
P/E 

 
share per  Earnings

share per  Price

 

EPS 

 

shares of Number

interestminority  taxes income 

 taxes and itemsary extraordin before Profit



 
 

P/Sales 

 
Sales

cap Market

 
 

DPS 

 share per  period  financial the for  Dividend  
 

P/BV 

 
share per provisions taxed equity  rs'Shareholde

share per Price

  
 

CEPS 

 
shares of Number

operations from flow cash Gross

 
 

P/CF 

 
share per flow cash Operating

share per Price

 
 

EV/Share 

 
shares of Number

  valueEnterprise

 
 

EV (Enterprise value) 

 
 valuemarket at companies associated of share 

 valuemarket at  interestminority   debt net  cap Market





 
 

Sales/Share 

 
shares of Number

Sales

 

Net debt 

 assets financial   debt bearing Interest   
 

EBITDA/Share 

 
shares of Number

onamortisati and ondepreciati tax, interest, before Earnings

 
 

EV/Sales 

 
Sales

  valueEnterprise

 
 

EBIT/Share 

 
shares of Number

profit Operating

 

EV/EBITDA 

 
onamortisati  and  ondepreciati  tax,  interest,  before  Earnings

 valueEnterprise

 
 

EAFI/Share 

 
shares of Number

profitPretax 

 
 

EV/EBIT 

 
profit  Operating

  valueEnterprise

 
 

Capital employed/Share 

 
shares of Number

debt bearing  interest  non  assets Total 

 
 

Div yield, % 

 
share per Price

share per  Dividend

 
 

Total assets 

 total sheet Balance  
 

Payout ratio, % 

 
interestminority   taxes income  taxes and itemsary extraordin before Earnings

dividends Total

  
 

Interest coverage (x) 

 
items Financial

profit Operating

 
 

Net cash/Share 

 
shares  of  Number

debt  bearing  interest    assets  Financial 

 
 

Asset turnover (x) 

 
 (average) total sheet Balance

Turnover

 
 

ROA, % 

 

(average) payable accounts and received advances term long  

debt term short free  interest    total sheet Balance

itemsary extraordin    income  financial    profit Operating







 
 

Debt/Equity, % 

 
 provisions  taxed  interestminority   equity  rs'Shareholde

debt  bearing  Interest

  
 

ROCE, % 

 
(average) debt  bearing  interest non   total sheet Balance

costs financial other expenses  interest  itemsary extraordin before Profit





 
 

Equity ratio, % 

 
loans free interest  assets  Total

provisions taxed  interestminority  equity  rs'Shareholde





 
 

ROE, % 

 
(average)  provisions taxed  interestminority   equity  rs'Shareholde

taxes  income  taxes  and  itemsary extraordin  before  Profit





 

CAGR, % 

  yearper growth Average  rate growth annual Cumulative   
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Important Disclosures 

 

Evli Research Partners Plc (“ERP”) uses 12-month target prices. Target prices are defined by utilizing analytical techniques based on financial theory 

including (but not limited to) discounted cash flow analysis and comparative valuation. The selection of valuation methods depends on different 

circumstances. Target prices may be altered on the basis of new information coming to light in the underlying company or changes in interest rates, 

changes in foreign exchange rates, other securities prices or market indices or outlook for the aforementioned factors or other factors that may change the 

conditions of financial markets. Recommendations and changes by analysts are available at 

https://research.evli.com/JasperAllModels.action?authParam=key;461&authParam=x;G3rNagWrtf7K&authType=3 

Detailed information about the valuation or methodology and the underlying assumptions is accessible via ERP: 

http://research.evli.com 

Investment recommendations are defined as follows: 

 

Target price compared to share price Recommendation 

 < -10 %   SELL 

 -10 – (+10) %  HOLD 

 > 10 %   BUY 

ERP’s investment recommendation of the analyzed company is in general updated 2 – 4 per year. 

 

 
The graph above shows the distribution of ERP’s recommendations of companies under coverage in 22nd of February 2017. If recommendation is not given, 

it is not mentioned here. 

 
Name(s) of the analyst(s): Lindell 

 

This research report has been prepared by Evli Research Partners Plc (“ERP” or “Evli Research”). ERP is a subsidiary of Evli Bank Plc. Production of the 

investment recommendation has been concluded on 23 August 2017 at 08.22. This report has been published on 23 August at 08.40. 

 

None of the analysts contributing to this report, persons under their guardianship or corporations under their control have a position in the shares of the 

company or related securities. 

 

The date and time for any price of financial instruments mentioned in the recommendation refer to the previous trading day’s closing price(s) unless 

otherwise stated in the report. 

  

Each analyst responsible for the content of this report assures that the expressed views accurately reflect the personal views of each analyst on the covered 

companies and securities. Each analyst assures that (s)he has not been, nor are or will be, receiving direct or indirect compensation related to the specific 

recommendations or views contained in this report. 

  

Companies in the Evli Group, affiliates or staff of companies in the Evli Group, may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, 

or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives) of any company mentioned in the publication or report. 

 

Neither ERP nor any company within the Evli Group have managed or co-managed a public offering of the company’s securities during the last 12 months 

prior to, received compensation for investment banking services from the company during the last 12 months prior to the publication of the research report. 

  

ERP may pursue an assignment from the issuer(s) of the financial instruments mentioned in the recommendation or this report. These assignments may 

have a limited economic or financial impact on ERP and/or Evli. Under such assignments ERP may perform services including, but not limited to, arranging 

investor meetings or –events, investor relations communication advisory and production of research material. 

 

IF APPLICABLE: ERP has signed an agreement with the issuer of the financial instruments mentioned in the recommendation, which includes production of 

research reports. This assignment has a limited economic and financial impact on ERP and/or Evli. Under the assignment ERP performs services including, 

but not limited to, arranging investor meetings or –events, investor relations communication advisory and production of research material. 

 

ERP or another company within the Evli Group does not have an agreement with the company to perform market making services. 

 

For the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interests with respect to this report, there is an information barrier (Chinese wall) between Investment 

Research and Corporate Finance units concerning unpublished investment banking services to the company. The remuneration of the analyst(s) is not tied 

directly or indirectly to investment banking transactions performed by Evli Bank Plc or any company within Evli Group. 

 

This report has been disclosed to the company prior to its dissemination. The company has not made any amendments to its contents. Selected portions of 

the report were provided to the company for fact checking purposes only. 

http://www.evli.com/
https://research.evli.com/JasperAllModels.action?authParam=key;461&authParam=x;G3rNagWrtf7K&authType=3
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This report is provided and intended for informational purposes only and may not be used or considered under any circumstances as an offer to sell or buy 

any securities or as advice to trade any securities. 

 

This report is based on sources ERP considers to be correct and reliable. The sources include information providers Reuters and Bloomberg, stock-exchange 

releases from the companies and other company news, Statistics Finland and articles in newspapers and magazines. However, ERP does not guarantee the 

materialization, correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions, estimates or forecasts expressed or implied in the report. In addition, 

circumstantial changes may have an influence on opinions and estimates presented in this report. The opinions and estimates presented are valid at the 

moment of their publication and they can be changed without a separate announcement. Neither ERP nor any company within the Evli Group are 

responsible for amending, correcting or updating any information, opinions or estimates contained in this report. Neither ERP nor any company within the 

Evli Group will compensate any direct or consequential loss caused by or derived from the use of the information represented in this publication. 

 

All information published in this report is for the original recipient’s private and internal use only. ERP reserves all rights to the report. No part of this 

publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, or stored in any 

retrieval system of any nature, without the written permission of ERP. 

 

This report or its copy may not be published or distributed in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan or South Africa. The publication or distribution of this 

report in certain other jurisdictions may also be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this report comes are required to inform themselves about 

and to observe any such restrictions. 

 

Evli Bank Plc is not registered as a broker-dealer with the U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), and it and its analysts are not subject to SEC 

rules on securities analysts’ certification as to the currency of their views reflected in the research report. Evli Bank is not a member of the Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). It and its securities analysts are not subject to FINRA’s rules on Communications with the Public and Research Analysts and 

Research Reports and the attendant requirements for fairness, balance and disclosure of potential conflicts of interest. This research report is only being 

offered in U.S. by Auerbach Grayson & Company, LLC (Auerbach Grayson) to Major U.S. Institutional Investors and is not available to, and should not be used 

by, any U.S. person or entity that is not a Major U.S. Institutional Investor. Auerbach Grayson is a broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and 

Exchange Commission and is a member of the FINRA. U.S. entities seeking more information about any of the issuers or securities discussed in this report 

should contact Auerbach Grayson. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with or subject to SEC reporting and other requirements. 

 

ERP is not a supervised entity but its parent company Evli Bank Plc is supervised by the Finnish Financial Supervision Authority. 
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Contact information 
SALES AND TRADING HELSINKI 

     
      
Equity Sales   Trading  ETFs and Derivatives 

 
 

Ari Laine +358 9 4766 9115 Lauri Vehkaluoto (Head) +358 9 4766 9130 Tobias Björk (Head) +358 9 4766 9130 
Lauri Ahokanto +358 9 4766 9117 Pasi Väisänen +358 9 4766 9120 Joachim Dannberg +358 9 4766 9123 
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